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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to explore the lexico-syntactic structure of
high-digit numerical expressions (henceforth HDNEs), normally with 4
digits and more, and to propose a set of typological parameters to account for crosslinguistic variations in lexicalization sites. The two parameters of pivot/ anchor and increment are proposed to describe and
account for lexicalization sites of HDNEs, with language-specific valuesetting explaining crosslinguistic variation. Support for this analysis
includes psycholinguistic
evidence from second language acquisition.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the crosslinguistic
lexico-syntactic
structure
of
high-digit numerical expressions (HDNEs) in order to provide a principled
account for their lexicalization sites, whose crosslinguistic
variations are
demonstrated

in italics in Table 1:

Table 1: Sample of crosslinguistic

variation

in HDNE lexicalization

sites

English

Chinese

Kannada

Lugwere

1,000

(one) thousand

(yi)qian

ondu-siivira

lu-kurni

10,000

(yi)wan
ten thousand
(one)hundred thousand shi wan
(yi)bai wan
(one)million
(yi)qian wan
ten million

haththu-savira

mu-tulo
mi-tuloi-kurni

100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000

(one)hundred million

(yi)yi

1,000,000,000

(one)billion

shi yi

ondu-Iaksha
haththu-laksha
ondu-kati
haththu-k6ti

ka-kairi
bu-kairii-kumi
bu-kairichi-kumi
kata8arikakama

As Chomsky (1980: 248f) suggests, the way in which human beings develop the number system may 'shed light on deep and fundamental charac1
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teristics of the human species.' Piaget (1961: 188) points out that numerical
expressions involv e 'fundamental cognitive principles [such as] classification and serialization.' As part of a complete description of grammatical
systems, numeric, II expressions provide a relatively small, but usually
well-defined and iJtdependent subsystem of language that can be described
in its own terms ;;nd compared with similar systems in other languages
(Brainerd 1968). C'osslinguistic studies of numerals (e.g., Greenberg 1978,
1989; Hurford 1973, 1987; Gvozdanovic 1992a) have shown considerable
regularity and gen ~ralizability in their semantic structure and morphosyntactic properties. ]lowever, most studies have either focussed on lowerdigit numerals (e.g., Greenberg 1978, 1989; Seiler 1990; Gvozdanovic
1992a; Franks 199L), or investigated single languages or language groups
(e.g., Akiner 1983; Bradley 1981; Gerhardt 1987; Shionoya 1990; Krippes
1991; Potet 1992; C liverio 1993). Thus, despite their insights into the structure of numerical expressions of individual languages, or of lower-digit
numerical expressi ons crosslinguistically, such studies have limitations as
to what significani generalizations can be made about the diverse lexicosyntactic propertie ; of HDNEsfound in the world's languages.
That HDNEsnee d to be studied in their own terms is seen from some important distributi( nal differences between HDNEs and their lower-digit
counterparts. For example, lexicalization of English numerals occurs at
regular intervals b 1 powers of thousand from the 4th digit on, but shows a
more idiosyncratic pattern for the lower digits, due in part to their more
dense lexicalizatil In within a semantic domain. Given this and other
structural differences to be discussed between high- and low-digit numerical expressions, an d given the relatively little attention previously paid to
HDNEs, an investi gation of crosslinguistic HDNE structure will not only
provide evidence for a set of parameters governing the lexicalization of
HDNEs, but also Ie ad insights into the setting and re-setting of parametric
values in first and second language acquisition. In the following discussion, I will first e::amine Hurford's (1975, 1987) and Greenberg's (1975,
1989) crosslinguislic accounts of HDNEs, and then propose a pair of parameters supporte( Iby a crosslinguistic analysis of HDNEs.It will be shown
that the proposed] Jarameters provide a plausible, general, yet simple way
to describe the lexi :o-syntactic structure of HDNEscrosslinguistically.
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2. PRIOR CROSS LINGUISTIC STUDIES ON HDNEs

2.1

Hurford's exponentiation and multiplication types

Hurford (1987: 245) proposes three universal syntactic categories for
PS-rules in numeral syntax: NUMBER,PHRASE,and M, as in (1). (2) gives
an example of a structure generated by (1), where digit expands to any of
the words one, two, ...nine)
(1)

a.

NUMBER

--+

b.

PHRASE

--+

c.

M

--+

{

DIGIT
}
PHRASE(NUMBER)

NUMBER M
-ty, hundred, thousand, million, billion
NUMBER

(2)
~
PHRASE
~
NUMBER

NUMBER

I

PHRASE

M

~
NUMBER

I
two

\

thousand

I

one

M

I
hundred

Of particular interest here is the category M, which functions as base
numbers for numerical expressions (Gvozdanovic 1992a: 5), and corresponds to the lexicalization sites in Table 1 except for the numbers 1 to 10
(i.e., DIGITS).In the high-digit domain, Hurford classifies languages into
two types: those whose Ms are interpreted by exponentiation and those by
multiplication. The exponentiation type is formally defined as in (3)
(Hurford 1975: 247), exemplified again by data from English and Chinese
in Table 1.
(3)

... the values of the Ms may be arranged into a series ml, mz, ...,
mn, such that for all adjacent pairs of values mi, mj' either mj =
m? or there exists some mx and some whole number y (y>l),
such that mi = mxYand mj = mxy+l.

According to (3), English Ms thousand (mi), million (mj)' and billion (mk)
are in an exponential relationship such that mj = miz, and mk = mi3.
Similarly, Chinese Ms wan '104' (mi) and Yl '109' (mj) also have an expo-
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nential relationshi) of mj = mi2. On the other hand, the multiplication type
is defined as (4), '" ith (5) as an example from Tamil, a Dravidian language:
(4)

a language whose values of the higher-valued Ms can be arranged into a series mlJ m2' ..., mn, such that for all adjacent
triples of values mi' mj' mk there exists some whole number y
such th at mk = mj x y and II1 = mj x y (Hurford 1975: 248).

(5)

Tamil:

ayiram
laksham
kodi

'1,000'
'100,000'
'10,000,000'

In (5), ayiram (mj), laksham (mj) and kodi (mk) are related not by
exponentiation, blt by multiplication by 100, such that mj = mj x 100, and
mk = mj x 100. This kind of multiplicative relationship also obtains in HDNEs
in Ancient Hawaii, tn, Yoruba, Ainu, and some other Dravidian languages.
There are sevelal difficulties with Hurford's typology. First, the category M is not expl citly defined, and applies to both the low-digit and the
high-digit domairs without considering structural differences between
them. Further, it d )es not explicitly specify a digit position at which exponentiation or mult lplication starts, thus failing to show whether exponential relationship between lexicalization sites in a language like English
starts at the seconi digit on a decimal basis (ten, hundred, and thousand)
or at the 4th digit nn the basis of 1,000 (e.g., thousand, million, billion, and
trillion). Secondly, while multiplication is a very effective way of economizing the expreEsion of higher numbers2 to avoid inefficiency of total
lexicalization (Winter 1992: 18-19), exponentiation is less common in naturallanguages. Thirdly, Hurford's typology shows limitations in descriptive
adequacy when attested against data from other languages. Consider (6)
from Lugwere, a E antu language:
(6)

2

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

i-kumi
chi-kur:li
lu-kumi
mu-tul>
mi-tu1c i-kumi
ka-kaiti
bu-kairi i-kumi
bu-kair i chi-kumi
kataBatika kamo

10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100 ,000 ,000
1,000 ,000 ,000

According to Winter (1992: 18), the optimal solution
expression is a combination of addition and multiplication.

to efficiency

of
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As we see in the Lugwere data (6), it is difficult to find any consistent
relationship, exponential or multiplicative, between the lexical items kumi,
tulo, kairi, and kataBarika kama. In fact, the distinction between exponentiation and multiplication is quite superfluous and unnecessary, and it
would be more adequate to describe the structure in terms of multiplicative
relationship only, as implied in an increment parameter I will propose.
Finally, Hurford's typology seems to be motivated more by semantic
interpretation than by lexico-structural properties. In terms of lexicalization sites, Chinese is as different from English as English is from Kannada
(Table I), but according to Hurford, Chinese is grouped with English as
opposed to Kannada. The fact that English and Chinese are rendered nondistinct does not account for some significant psycholinguistic differences
by L2learners in acquiring HDNEs,which I will show later.
To sum up, Hurford's typology of HDNEshas some weaknesses in explicitness, plausibility, and descriptive adequacy. To more adequately describe the structure of HDNEs,we need parameters that not only specify the
HDNElexicalization sites and the syntactic relationship between them in a
language, but also account for crosslinguistic variation thereof.
2.2

GREENBERG'S

CONCEPT OF BASE

Greenberg (1978, 1989) proposes three linguistic procedures for the dimension of enumeration: atoms, the set of numerals which receive 'simple
lexical representations' (Greenberg 1978: 256), bases, and calculatory operations. These are functionally related, respectively, to indicativity,
iconicity, and predicativity (Seiler 1990). Of these procedures, the base is
defined as a serialized multiplicand, for example, 10, 100, 1,000 and
1,000,000 (Greenberg 1978: 270). Bases function as marks of hierarchical
packing, such that languages may have packs of fives (Le., quinary), tens
(Le., decimal), twenties (Le., vigesimal), etc. Other properties of bases include: (a) that they are nominal, (b) that they are polyvalent, and (c) that
they mark turning points (Seiler 1990:193-6).
Unlike Hurford, Greenberg does not distinguish between exponentiation and multiplication, recognizing only a serialized multiplicative relationship between lexicalization sites of numerical expressions. On the
other hand, like Hurford's category M, Greenberg's base applies to both
lower and higher numerals, overlooking several important structural differences between them, including lexicalization intervals mentioned
above. As another difference, we find in English that while ten and hundred may occur recursively in forming HDNEs, thousand, million, billion,
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etc., can not be so used. Thus, one can say 'ten million ten thousand and
ten' but not '*one nillion million'.
Crosslinguistice lly, there is also evidence that syntactic processes applicable to lower-dig it bases may operate differently for higher-digit ones.
Consider the folIo''\ling examples from Chinese involving elliptic forms of
numerical express: ons:
(7)

a.

yi bai
wu-shi
one hundred fifty
'ISO'

(8)

,",u

b.

yi bai

a.

wu bai
yi qialL
one th01Lsandfive hundred
'1,500'

b.

yiqian

a.

yi waawu qian
one 104 five thousand

(9)

NU

'15,000'

b.
(10)a.
b.

yi wan wu
wan
yi yi wu qian
one 108 five thousand 104
?*yi yi wu
'150,000,( '00'

In Chinese, the base wan (i.e., 104) marks the boundary between lower
and higher digits. 1\.S can be seen from (7-10),deletion can optionally apply
only when the target of deletion is shi (10), bai (102), or qian (103), but not
wan (104). The inalplicability of deletion to the 5th digit base thus marks a
distinct syntactic dlfference between it and its lower-digit counterparts.
Chinese also he s a ling-insertion rule to the effect that the word ling
'zero' occurs as a place holder to mark a sequence of one or more zero
places occurring between two non-zero places (Battistella 1989: 9). As
Battistella (1989) n ports, ling-insertion applies obligatorily to digits below
wan, but optionall) to digits above wan, as in (11):
(11) a.

san yi (ling) er bai
shi yi wan yi qian
ling shi san
three 10:; zero two hundredeleven104 onethousand zero thirteen
'302,111,013'

b.

*san yi ing er bai shi yi wan yi qian _ shi san

In (l1a), the plilce holder ling occurs properly both before and after
wan; however, whlle the rule applies optionally to the high-digit part of
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the numerical expression before wan, ling has to occur obligatorily in the
low-digit section after wan, as attested in the incorrect (llb).
Another difference between the low- and the high-digit expressions
crosslinguistically is that low-digit numerical expressions tend to have less
systematic calculatory operations than high-digit ones. At lower digits,
many languages have a mixture of bases, such as quinary or vigesimal
mixed with decimal bases, or a mixture of calculatory operations, such as
progressive operation by addition combined with regressive operation by
subtraction (Greenburg 1978,Seiler 1990).For high digits, there tends to be
a more uniform pattern of the decimal multiplicands and a more consistent
operation of multiplication-addition.
Finally, let's consider the use of amari in a quite obsolete native
Japanese numerical system called Yamato kotoba (Brainerd & Peng 1968).
In this system, amari functions as an obligatory connective between two
numerical expressions. For example, in (12a), it joins nana-chi '7,000' and
iso '50' on the one hand and iso and mihe 'three' on the other, which are
themselves full-fledged numerical expressions.
(12) a.

nana-chi he amari iso amari mihe
7-thousand
'7,053'

b.

fifty CONJ

three

futa yorozu amari itsu chi-tari
2
'25,000'

c.

CONJ

104

CONJ

5

chi

i ho

yorozu

1000

5 100

104

1000-tari

'15,000,000'

In terms of distribution of amari, we notice that it occurs only after, as
in (12b), but not before, as in (12c), yorozu 'ten-thousand', the presumable
boundary between low- and high-digit numerical expressions in Japanese.
Thus, we may say that the distribution of amari is sensitive to the low/high-digit distinction in Japanese.
To briefly conclude this section, crosslinguistic evidence for the structural differences between low- and high-digit numerical expressions
strongly suggests the need to analyze HDNEsindependently in terms of a
set of parameters capable not only of describing HDNE structures and
crosslinguistic variations, but also of capturing these differences as well. In
the rest of this paper, I will propose such a set of parameters, and attest it
against crosslinguistic data.
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3. TYPOLOGICAL

]'ARAMETERS:

ANCHOR, PIVOT, AND INCREMENT

Compare Engli;h and Mandarin Chinese HONEsin (13):
(13)
a.

2,354,796,000
two hi lion three hundred and fifty four million seven hundred
and nil lety six thousand

b.

er-shi,an

yi wu qian

twenty :hree 108 five thousand

si

bai

four hundred

qi- shi
seven-ty

jiu wi In liu qian
nine 10 1

six thousand

The compariso 1 shows several structural properties. First, both languages express some HDNEsperiphrastically (e.g., ten thousand) but others lexically (e.g., thousand and wan); however, lexicalization sites differ
in the two langua ses. For example, the 5th digit is a lexicalization site in
Chinese but not in English. Secondly, within a periphrastic expression such
as a hundred thous, md in English, the lexical head thousand does not recur
in other HDNEs a:; modifier, e.g., *thousand thousand, whereas hundred
does (cf. two hum'red million three hundred thousand). We may call this
property non-recui'siveness. Thirdly, the lexicalization sites are structured
in English in such a way that a change in lexeme occurs every three digits
starting from the ,\th digit (e.g. thousand, million, billion). We may call this
3-digit increment. Chinese, on the other hand, shows a 4-digit increment,
Le., lexeme changE occurs every four digits starting from the 5th digit (e.g.,
wan, yi).

For ease of dis, :ussion, I will use two terms: anchor and pivot for the
first parameter. AI l anchor is a non-recursive lexeme in any HONEthat can
not he a modifier i 1 periphrastic numerical expressions. In English, the anchors are thousan,l (4th digit), million (7th), billion (10th), trillion (13th),
etc.; in Chinese, hey are wan (5th), yi (9th), zhao (13th), etc.3 Note that
qian 'thousand' in Chinese is not an anchor, as it can recur as modifier in
higher digit expre~sions. A pivot is the rightmost anchor from which regular increment invc Lvinganchor change occurs. By definition, the pivot is
thousand (4th digil) in English and wan (5th) in Chinese. The second parameter is in creme 'It, defined as the interval at which anchor change occurs.

3

The Chinese a lchor wan, however, can occasionally be used in periphrastic
expressions as an alternative to its more formal counterparts, e.g. yi wan wan
'a hundred million' instead of the more formal yi yi.
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With these parameters, the differences between English and Chinese
lexicalization sites for HDNEscan be expressed in terms of different valuesetting, as in (14):
(14)

While English has the 4th digit as pivot and uses a 3-digit increment which effects change of anchor at the 7th, 10th and 13th
digits, Chinese has the 5th digit as pivot and uses a 4-digit increment which effects change of anchor at 9th and 13th digits.

(15) is a formal representation of the two types of lexico-syntactic
structures of HDNEsrepresented by English and Chinese, as stated in (14).
In (15), the numbers at the bottom represent digit positions. p4 marks the
pivot position at which increment starts in a language, and together with
the As, marks lexicalization sites. The Ms show the respective multiplicative relationships between an anchor and its modifiers. Finally, R represents the digits lower than P, which are not the focus of the present study.
Compared with Hurford's typology, the parameters proposed here
more dearly and adequately describe HDNEstructures in a language. The
pivot is a necessary parameter for marking the starting point for regular
increment; and once the value of the pivot is assigned, the increment parameter adequately accounts for lexicalization sites. Secondly, the concept
of increment involves only multiplicative relationships between anchors,
thus simplifying our typological description. Thirdly, they more adequately
account for crosslinguistic variations of HDNEstructures from languages
like Lugwere as well as those represented by English, Chinese, and
Kannada, as will be seen next.
Typological parameters and syntactic structure
of high-digit numerical expressions

(15)

N

Type A: three-digit increment,
P at 4th digit.

A1'A13 A1'

15

4

14 13 12

p=pivot, N=number,

11 10 9

8 7

A=anchor, M=modifier,

P
M~R

~I~

6

R=residue.

5

4

3

2

1
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N

Type B: four-dig it increment,
Pat5thdigit.
~

~lA3~I~
M~2

~R

/A

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

4. CROSSLINGUISl

8

7

6

I~

5

4 3

2 1

IC EVIDENCE

Table 2 (following References) presents some codified crosslinguistic
HDNE data of 14 languages from 5 language families. The languages are
divided into 4 grl>Ups:the European group, the East Asian group, the
Dravidian group a tld the bantu group. HDNEsare arranged from higher to
lower digits. With in each cell, the anchor occurs in the bottom line, and
modifiers, if any, occur from top to bottom above the anchor in the order of
ten, hundred, and i housand. Each HDNE should be read from left to right
regardless of the] inear disalignment. The shaded areas indicate lexicalization sites, with 1 he rightmost one marking the pivot position. In Table 2,
crosslinguistic varl ation in lexicalization sites of HDNEsis accounted for in
terms of pivot and increment, as follows: for the European group: pivot =
103; increment = >digit; anchors = 103, 106, 109, 1012; for the East Asian
groups: pivot = 10'; increment = 4-digit; anchors =104; 108; 1012; and for the
Dravidian group: pivot = 103; increment = 2-digit; anchors = 103, 105,107.
While most gnups show regular and consistent increment, Lugwere
presents an interelting pattern. As in Chinese, the 5th digit in Lugwere is
lexicalized with mu-tulo. However, the increment shows a mixed pattern
of 2-digit increment between mu-tulo
'ten-thousand'
and ka-kairi
'million', and 3-di5it increment between ka-kairi 'million' and kataBarika
'billion'. Consideri:lg the recurrence pattern of ikumi 'ten' especially in the
3rd and 4th digit p<,sitions, if we extend the scale rightward to include the
2nd to the 4th digit:;, we actually have a 3-2-3 increment pattern, with the
pivot at the 2nd di:~it(though not a high digit) and the anchors at the 5th,
7th, and 10th. In a Nord, what the Lugwere data show is that not all languages have fixed-value increment.

5

Diachronically
many of the HDNEs in Chinese, Japanese and Korean were
cognates, sugg' !sting that the numerical system originated in Chinese and was
borrowed into Japanese and Korean, which accounts for the set of structural
features shared by the three languages.
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To sum up, crosslinguistic variation in HDNEscan be accounted for in
terms of pivot and increment, and their value-setting. It is suggested that
these parameters may be applicable to HDNEsin other languages, which
differ from each other in the value-setting of the parameters.
5. PSYCHOLINGUISTIC

EVIDENCE

A comparison of Hurford's typology and the typological parameters
proposed here shows that they make quite different predictions about second language acquisition, based on language transfer theory of interlanguage studies. According to Hurford's analysis (92.1), which by treating
European languages like English, and Chinese, as belonging to the exponentiation type makes them non-distinct, East Asian English as a Second
Language (ESL) learners6 will learn English HDNEs as easily as, say,
Spanish ESLlearners. The analysis argued for herein, however, contrasts
European and East Asian languages in value setting, and predicts that
East Asian ESL learners will have greater difficulty acquiring English
HDNEsthan their Spanish counterparts, because of differences in processingHDNES.
In order to find out which typology is psycholinguistically more plausible, an experiment (Luo & Wilson 1996) was carried out to test the hypothesis that East Asian ESL learners would encounter greater difficulties than
their European counterparts in comprehending or producing English
HDNEs as a result of delayed re-setting of typological parameters because
of first language (11) interference. 50 lower-level ESL learner participants
(20 Spanish, 30 East Asians) and 16 English native speaker participants
performed a listening comprehension task by writing down contextualized
HDNEs heard on tape, and an oral production task by promptly uttering
HDNEsseen on a computer in Arabic numerals. Errors and processing time
for each task were measured, recorded and then converted to performance
scores for all the groups.
Statistical results are reported in Table 3 and diagrammatically shown
in Figure 2. As the results show, there are significant between-group differences in both comprehension and production of HDNEs.More specifically, while the control group (native English speakers; 138.27 for comprehension and 188.21 for production, respectively) outperformed both the
East Asian group (38.88 for comprehension and 100.90 for production, respectively) and the Spanish group (69.33 for comprehension and 137.14 for
6

TheEastAsiangrouprefersto Chinese,Japanese,and KoreanESLlearners.
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production, respe:tively), the Spanish group significantly outperformed
the East Asian gro .Ip both in production and in comprehension, suggesting
presence of negat ve transfer effect for the latter group. Thus, psycholinguistic evidence ir second language acquisition shows greater difficulty in
processing target language HDNEs when one's native language HONEs
differ structurally from those of the target language. Such differences are
best captrued by IJivot and increment as plausible parameters for the lexico-syntactic descr lption of HONEs.

n ~scriptive statistics

Table 3:

for task performance
by participants with different Lls

Mean

SO

SE

Variance Minimum

Maximum

138.27

26.56

6.64

705.43

79.88

163.88

69.33

34.02

7.61

1157.36

0.00

126.73

38.88

20.76

3.79

430.98

0.00

91.35

16

188.21

10.19

2.55

103.84

153.30

195.35

20

137.14

34.06

7.62

1160.08

82.03

186.57

30

100.90

47.64

8.70

2269.57

34.72

180.68

N

11

Comprehension:
English
16
Spanish
EastAsian
Production:
English
Spanish
EastAsian

20
30

--

Figure 1:

Comparison of performance on HNDEsby Ll
188

200
138

160

137

120

80

I]]EastAsian
69

III Spanish
B3I English

40

o
Compreh~nsion

Production
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6. CONCLUSION

Based on a critique of Hurford's (1987) typology of HDNEs and
Greenberg's parameter of base, this paper proposes pivot/anchor and increment as two parameters for describing and accounting for lexicalization sites of HDNEs.It is suggested that the lexico-syntactic structures of
HDNEs in all languages are susceptible to such parameters, whose language-specific value-setting accounts for crosslinguistic variations. Thus,
most European languages (e.g., English, Spanish, Slovak, Dutch, German,
French) take the 4th digit as the pivot and use a 3-digit increment thereafter, East-Asian languages (Chinese, Japanese and Korean) take a 5thdigit pivot and employ a 4-digit increment, and most Dravidian languages
(e.g. Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, and Tegulu) take the 4th digit as the
pivot and use a 2-digit increment. It is also possible for some languages,
such as the Bantu language of Lugwere, to adopt a mixed increment system. Psycholinguistic evidence from second language acquisition further
supports these parameters as a plausible framework for describing the
structure of HDNEsin a most adequate, general and simple way.
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Table 2: A .:rosslinguistic comparison of lexicalization sites ...
Digit

13

#formative

12

000000000000

11

100000000000

9

10

10000000000

1000000000

100000000

European
ten

English

billion
.hen

Dutch

-German

French

Spanish

Slovak

;'.""'"

I

>~+'>I!LUllUt:J.l

I

Milliarde
diX

r

I

I:

I

milliard
diez

bill ones
desat

I~

miliard

ilion

EaslAsian
Chinese

bai
1

Japanese

hyakuoku

Korean

oku

oku
sip-

hi

bac-

Drn'9

uk

uk

uk

paththu-

Tamil

kadi

Malayalam

Kannada

1

I

I
I

I

1

I

I

Ipathinonnu
kati
taththu
kati
padhi

Telugu

katlu
Bantu
Lugwere

i-kumi
mi-tulo
bu-laBarika

chi-kumi
bu-taBarika
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Parameters

numerical expressions

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

10000000

1000000

100000

10000

1000

100

10

European
ten

ten

hundred

hundred
thousand

million
tien

thousand
tien
honderd

honderd
duizend

miljoen
zehn

duizend
zehn
hundert

hundert
tausend

Million

tausend

tausend

dix

dix
million
diez

cent

cent

h,iHii>n:

mille

mille

x;F \'''''\::~\:

mille
,'r

diez

den

den
millones
desat

'l'nillon

mil

~,,:

mil

mil"

tisle

lisic

desat
sto

sto
miliori --.'\

milionov

tiSle

East Asian
shi
bai

bai
qian

qian

wan

wan

wan

wan

jyu-

hyaku

hyakusen

sen-

man

man

man

man

sipbac

bacchun

chun
man

man

man
Dravidian
I .•, "

-

.\ Ipaththu-

"paththu-

rum

laksham
pathinonnu

laksham ..

ayiram
pathinonnu

aviram,

laksham
haththu

I~Iss~a~;1

ayiram
haththu

ayir~11\

laI<:~ha}\
"1
savira
,'.)A .... '< 'padhi

savira','

laksha
padhi
lakshalu

kati",

11\<Ul

rum
J,. ,. .....

;",1

laksha

'.

.. I

velu

rum
I

-

rum

.veyy'

Bantu
i-kumi

I

kumi

i-kumi
lu-

bu-kairi

.":Imi-tulo

my-htlll'

chi-kumi

i~~ul1ti'
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